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Foreword

Project Retro-Tech has evolved from efforts by the
Department of Energy (DOE) to fill s need expressed
by various consumer groups. On the one hand, State
and local agencies that use Federal and State funds
to weatherize the homes of fixed- and low-Income
people have pointed out a need for a source of
technical know-how to Improve the effectiveness
of their weatherizing measures, either in terms of
higher fuel savings or reduced installation cost.

On the other hand, many consumer groups have
pointed out the difficulty In locating qualified
technicians who specialize in weatherizing homes.
Firms that sell either insulation or storm windows
and doors are not always properly staffed with
trained specialists who can make an overall
assessment of thermal difiClincies and
recommend optimum corrective action.
Misapplication or tack of attention to any key
element In th4 total weatherlzation process can
negate the fuel and cost savings resulting from the
installation of insulation and storm windows.

The shortamof skilled and trained technicians
who speCialize in weatherizing homes will be further
aggravated during the next few years as
homeowneis turn to retrofit measures for relief
from the higher cost of energy.

The expanding requirements for a large cadre of
skilled technicians who have been trained in
techniques for weatherizing the homes of all
Income levels of the population will place additional
burdens on the vocational-technical schools at the
secondary, post- secondary, and adult education
levels. The Home Weatherization Course developed
by DOE is designed to assist the vocational-
technical schools to meet this challenge.

The DOE Wutheritstion Manual, however, is
only one of a serlfis of training materials being
developed by DOE, Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD), and private industry
groups. These additional training materials, when
they become available, will enable the vocational-
technical schools to expand the content of the
initial Home Weatherization Course. In addition,
they will be able to add other courses to train the
specialists needed to till the many new Jobs
resulting from the increased emphasis on home
weatherization.

U)
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This booklet was prepared as a guide to instructors

In developing lesson plans for a Home
Weatherization Course that promotes the use of

known RETROfIt TECNnology to improve thermal

characteristics and conserve energy In residential

housing.

Although the suggested lesson piens contained in

this booklet have been designed for a special

course for supervisors of workcreva actually

engaged in home weatherizatIon, the concepts
embodied in the individual lessons cie also be
incorporated into the curriculum of construction
trades programs at vocational-technical schools at

the secondary, post- secondary, or adult education

levels.

DOE welcomes your Ideas and comwents about the

Home Weatherization Course. in addition, we would

appreciate information from you regarding your use

of the training materials, either for special groups or

for vocational students pursuing a career In the

construction trades. Your comments, along with

any suggestions for improving the training materials

should be mailed to:

Director
Office of liltetheization Astkaanos
Department of Enemy
Washington, DC 20461

Preface
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General
Lesson Plan

for Course
on Home

Weatherization A. Comm -'?1)jectives:

1. The Weetheri=tion Manuel end Job Book
are based on known technology for retrofitting
residential hoUsing. The principal objective of
the course on Home Weatherization Is to train
community service groups to use available
technology when retrofitting residential housing
under government-assisted weatherizatlon
programs. Retrofit measures can be an
effective means for improving thermal
characteristics of housing and reducing energy
use.

2. A secondary objective of the course Is to
improve the vocational and avocational
opportunities of young people and adults
enrolled In both the accredited and
nonaccrsdited construction trades programs by
preparing students for the new business and
employment opportunities resulting from
increased emphasis on home weatherizatlon.

B. initruclional Objectives

1. Estimation: Given the physical dimensions
and construction features of detached
residential structure, a student will prepare for
the homeowner a written analysis (job book),
containing the following:

a. Identification of gross thermal deficiencies
of the structure that result in heat losses by
infiltration and conduction;

b. Comparison of current heating
requirements with the potential fuel and
cost savings;

c. Job writeup, from which the material
specifications and bill of materials will
be prepared;

d. Bill of materials for the feasible remedies,
Including costs and payback period.

2 inatalletion: Given the job writeup (job book)
for detached residential structure, the student
will describe and/or demonstrate to others
the proper methods for Installing the specified
materials. In addition, the student will
describe and/or demonitrate the method for
conducting a post-evaluation at the end of
heating season to determine the actual energy
saved by a retrofit program.

C. Equipment Required

The following equipmant is required for the
classroom lectures and/or demonstrations:

1Projection screen
1Overhead projector

1Set of transparencies (prepare from
charts contained in supplement to this
guide)

1Set of 35 mm slidesoptional (may be
obtained on loan from the FEA Regional
Office)

1Sample of common forms of insulation
and other weatherizing materials.

D. Student Materials

1. FEA Home Weatherization Manual

2. FEA Home Weatherization Job Book

E. Lessons: Lesson plans are included In this
booklet on the following topics:

Suggested
Class Time

No. Topic (kr:rnin)

1 Overview of Course 0:30

2 Introduction to Heat Loss :30

3 Heat Loss By Conduction 1:00
4 Heat Loss By Infiltration :30

Home Weatherization In Four Steps
5A Step 1 Inspection :30
58 Step 2 Calculation :30
5C Step 3 Evaluation 1:00

51) Step 4 Installation 3:00

6 Job Book Example by Students

'Total Suggested Class Time 8:00

3
Preceding page blank



F. Instrintional Strategies

1. Course for Work-Crew Supervisors
in cooperation with the State Energy Office,

State Board of Education, and other appropriate

State offices, technical-vocational schools are

encouraged to offer this 8-12 hour training

course to work-crew supervisors, foremen, or

estimators who are engaged in government-

assisted programs for weatherizing the homes

of fixed-and low-Income people.

2. Post-Secondary and/or Secondary Vocational

Technical Program
For students who are pursuing a career in

residential construction and/or retrofitting

field, the vocational-technical schools are
encouraged to modicy their vocational programs

by ir=rporating one or more of the lesson

units into such related courses as carpentry,

residential wnstruction/rehabilitation, and

heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning.

3. Adult Education Program
For adults who wish to enhance their vocational

or avocational opportunities, the vocational-

technical schools are encouraged to conduct

noncredit courses in home weatherization

based on training materials developed by FEA

and others.

Home Weatherization
Instructor's Guide

G. Format of Leeson Plans

The lesson plans starting on the facing page

contain "points of emphasis" to be covered by the

instructor during the classroom lecture. Adjacent to
each emphasis point is a page reference In the
student's manual and the chart number of the

visual aid to be used to reinforce the emphasis

point.

The visual aids, either transparencies for overhead

projection or 35mm slides, should be prepared lo-

cally froM a set of 8" x 1014" charts contained In

a Separate package that accompanies this instruc-

tor's guide. Each chart is numbered to coincide

with the appropriate point of emphasis.

For the convenience of the instructor when

reviewing a lesson plan, each chart appears in

miniature at the bottom of the appropriate page of

the instructor's guide.

4
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Lesson Plan 1.
Overview
of Course

Patti; of Emphasis
Manual
Page

Chart
No.

1. ObjectIva(s) of Course:

a. Learn to use simplified techniques for utilizing known tech-
nology when retrofitting residential structures to Improve
thermal characteristics and reduce energy use.

b. (other)

C-1

(Lesson continued on next page) .......
Chart C-1

HOME
WEAMERIZATION

COURSE

Chart C-2

INSTRUCTIONAL
OBJECTIVES

ESTIMATION
$tudsnt trIS prepare written
not/ski conaming:

(1) Idowerdion d addenda
(2) Camper lion of requiremanisheems
(3) 4* Nacilholoas
(4) III el mulittala

INSTALLATION
Student win:

(1) Own 1do application
(2) Conduct pod-avalurenn

5
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Points of Emphasis
Manual
Page

Chart
.No

2.

(Continued from previous page)

Instructional Objecft Ives

Estimation: Given the physical dimensions and construction
features of a detached residential structure, a student will pre-
pare for the homeowner a written analysis (job book), containing
the following:

(a) Identification of gross thermal deficiencies of the structure
that result In heat losses by Infiltration and conduct :in;

(b) Comparison of current heating requirements with the
potential fuel savings;

(c) Job writeup, from which the material specifications and
bill of materials will be prepared;

(d) Bill of materials for the feasible remedies, including costs
and payback period.

Installation: Given a Job write-up (Job book) for a detached
residential structure, the student will describe and/or demon-
strate to others the proper methods for Installing the specified
materials. In addition, the student will describe,and/or demon-
strate the method for conducting a post-evaluation at the end of
a heating season to determine the actual energy saved by a
retrofit program.

(Lesson continued on next page)

C-2

Lesson Plan 1.
Overview
of Course
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Lesson Plan 1.
Overview
of Course

1111110.1Mli

[tejraccMt Retro Tech

-amMIN

Points of Emphasis
I Manual Chart I
Page J No.

3.

(Continued from previous page)

Course Content:

(a) Introduction to Heat Loss

(b) Building Heat Lou by Conduction

(c) Building Heat Loss by Infiltration

(d) Four Steps to Home Weatherization

Optional:

(e) Laboratory Exercises

(f) Field Exercises

End of lesson no. 1

Chart 0.3

LESSONS

A. INTRODUCTION TO
HEAT LOSS

B. BUILDING NEAT LOSS
BY CONDUCTION

C. BUILDING HEAT LOSS
BY INFILTRATION

D. 4 STEPS TO HOME
WEATHERIZATION

7

11
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Points of Emphasis Manual
Pogo

Chart
No.

.

2.

Most homes can use much less fuel without sacrificing comfort.
Fuel can be saved by improving building.

Heat always tends to flow from a high-temperature area to a low-
temperature area.

(Lesson continued on next page)

1

1

Chart C-4

MOST HOMES
CAN USE

MUCH
LESS FUEL
WITHOUT

SACRIFICING
COMFORT

1

Lesson Plan 2.
Introduction
to Heat Loss

8

12
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Points of Emphasis
Manual
Page

Chart
No.

(Continued from previous page)

3. Heat that escapes must be replaced. 2 C-5

4. When less heat escapes, less fuel is required. 2 C-6

(Lesson continued on next page)

Chart C-6

IF: Hag glean tied lees
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Chart C-8

Less heat escaping
means less heat and
less fuel needed to

stay comfortable Inside

9
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Points of Emphasis
Almr' Chart

No.

(Continued from previous page)

5. "Btu" as a unit of measure is very small. 4 C-7

6. Heating unit concept will simplify calculations. 3 C-8

1 heating unit represents about 100,000 Btu.

(Lesson continued on next page)
weir

Chart C7

1 British Thermal Unit
(Btu)

is
THE HEAT NEEDED TO
RAISE 1 POUND OF
WATER 1 DEGREE
FAHRENHEIT WHICH
IS APPROXIMATELY
THE HEAT GIVEN OFF
BY BURNING
ONE KITCHEN
MATCH

I

Chart C-8

HEAT FROM

It OIL
COAL

IS
KILOWATT-Mgr

IS) CU. FT.
i GALLON os, NA1USAL OAS

Lesson Plan 2.
Introduction
to Heat Loss

10
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Lesson Plan 2.
Introduction

to Heat Loss

Points of Emphasis N Lima s'
Page

Cha rt
No.

(Continued from previous page)

7. Heating requirements are calctilated on seasonal basis to deter-
mine total fuel use.

3

. District heating factor concept allows for climatic differences
between areas.

3 C-9
CAO

(Lesson continued on next page)

Chart C-9

IF
THE AREA

HAS 4,000 HEATING
DEGREE-DAYS,

THE DISTRICT
HEATING
FACTOR

IS...

Chart C-10

11
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Points of Emphasis
Manual
Page

Chart
Mo.

(Continued from previous page)

Home Weatherization Is a Four-Step Process: 3 C-11

(a) Step 1: inspection of the building 3 C-12

Inspect the building to determine its construction charac-

teristics.

(b) Step 2: Calculation of Mat losses 3 C-12

Calculate the heat losses from the house.

(Lesson continued on next page)

Chart C11

HOME
WEATHERIZATION

IS
A

FOUR-
STEP

PROCESS

Lesson Plan 2.
Introduction
to Heat Loss

12
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Lesson Plan 2.
Introduction

to Heat Loss

1111=111111P-

Points of Emphasis
Manual
Page

Chart
No.

(Continued from previous page)

(c) Step 3: Eva!uatlon of the data
Evaluate the building characteristics and heat losses to
determine what measures should be taken.

3 C-12

(d) Step 4: Installation of materials 3 C-12

Install the weatherizing materials.

10. Job Book has been designed for recording this information on
each separate building to be weatherized.

C-13

End of Lesson No. 2

Chart C.12

FOUR -STEP
PROCESS

1. INSPECTION OF
THE BUILDING

2. CALCULATION OF
HEAT LOSSES

'3. EVALUATION OF
THE DATA

4. INSTALLATION OF
THE MATERIALS

Chart C-13

ro ect
RetroTedi

KamIttlielheasion _
Job Nook tow:

Was
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Points of Emphasis Manual
Page,

Chart
No.

1. Heat loss by conduction means heat removed by flow through
the exterior materials.

4 C-14

2. Rate of heat loss depends on. 4 C-15

- Area of surface
- Length of time
- Type of material
- Temperature difference

across the surface.

3. Materials that have low rate of heat flow are thermal Insulators. 4 C-15

(Lesson continued on next page)

Chart C-14

CONDUCTION
IS

HEAT LOST
THROUGH THE

EXTERIOR
SURFACES

Chart C-15

DETERMINANTS
OF HEAT LOSS

TM®

IDW
TEMPOWIrUIE

TWIG,
IMT11kAL

Lesson Plan 3.
Building
Heat Loss by
Conduction

14
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Points of Emphasis Manual
Page

Chart
No.

(Continued from previous page)

4. Types of Insulation material commonly used in building
construction are:

4

(a) Loose fill
4

- Glass or rockwool, wood fiber,
plastics

- Low cost
- Use on horizontal surfaces

(Show
sample
of
each)- Will settle

(b) Blanket or bait

- Glass or rockwool, wood fiber
- Low cost
- Most common

4 (Show
sample
of
each)

- Common thickness 3-1 /2" to 6"
- Common widths 16" & 24"
- Blankets cornea in rolls
- Batts come In shorter lengths
- Both come with, or without, vapor

barrier.

(c) Rigid insulation

- Fiber boards, foamed plasters
- Higher COW
- Generally not used for home

weatherization.

4 (Show
sample
of
each)

5. Insulating value of material Is measured by Its Resistance,
or R value.

The higher the R value, the better the insulation.

(Lesson continued on next page)

15

19
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Points of Emphasis
Manual
Page

Chart
No.

(Continued from previous page)

. From the table of R Values In the manual, compare the values
of some common materials found In house construction:

8 C-18

.
(a) Air film and spaces 8 C-17

(b) Masonry 8 C-17

(Lesson continued on next page)

..........
Chad C-111

Table 1:
Insulation Value of Common Materials
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Lesson Plan 3.
Building

Heat Loss by
Conduction

Prz:ed RetroTech

Points of Emphasis Manual
Page

Chart
No.

(Continued from previous page)

(c) Building materials general 8 C-18

(d) Insulation materials 6 C-19

(e) Windows and doors 6 C-19

(Lesson continued on next page)

Chart C-11I

H VALUES OF
SOME COMMON MATERIALS
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Chart C-19
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Points of Emphasis
Manual
Page

Chart
No.

.

(Continued from previous page)

R value of materials can be added together to obtain an overall
resistance, or R value of a building section.

(a) Typical overall R for wall section.

(b) Typical overall R for ceiling.

(Lesson continued on next page)

4

5

C-20

C-21

Chart C-20

TfPICAL
WALL SECTION

Chart C-21

TYPICAL
CEILING SECTION

Oa ft Jo lot

Overall 11 10.11
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Points of Emphasis ual
Pag
Mane

No.
Chart

(Continued from previous page)

(c) Typical overall R for roof. 5 C-22

(d) Typical overall R for floor. 5 C-23

8. Vapor barrier: Moisture In air exerts pressure. Moisture flows
from high pressure side to low pressure side.

5 C-24

As moisture flows from inside to outside, the temperature drops.
When the dew point Is reached, the moisture condenses and
causes wetting of insulation and framing.

(Lesson continued on next page)
......

Chart C-22 Chart c-n

TYPICAL
FLOOR SECTION

ft
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Points of Emphasis Page
Manual

NoChart

I
.

(ContInded from previous page)

Since a vapor barrier will reduce the flow of moisture before It
reaches the insulation, place the vapor barrier on the Inside
(warm side).

(a) Polyethylene film and aluminum foil are excellent; kraft
paper is average.

(b) Seal with pressure Joint. Remove moisture that escapes
through vapor barrier by venting to the outside.

End of lesson no. 3

(Lesson no. 4 starts on next page)

Chart C-24

FLOW OF MOISTURE
IN BUILDING

Neu law alb a gimp
tat NINNAs maw me aselng flea

Is waft

Chart C-15

INFLTRATION
IS

HEAT LOST BY
COLD AIR

COMING IN
AND

WARM AIR
GOING OUT

Lesson Plan 3.
Building
Heat Loss by
Conduction
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Lesson P'an 3.
Building

Heat Loss by
Conduction

Points of Emphasis Manual
Peg.

Chart
No.

1. Heat is lost by cold air coming in and warm air going out. This
leakage or infiltration is caused by two factors:

7 C-25

(a) Infiltration by Hind occurs when wind flows in on one side
and warm air flows out on the leeward side.

7 C-26

(b) Infiltration by "Chimney Effect" occurs when Inside air is
warmer than outside air. The building acts like a chimney:

7 C-27

heated air, which tends to ?lee, leaks out of cracks and Is
replaced by cold air, which is sucked In at lower levels.

(Lesson continued on next page)
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Pointe of Emphasis
Manua l
Pegs

Chart
No.

I
,...

(Continued from previous page)

2. Each cubic foot of air that must be heated redurls 0.02 Btu for

every l'F. Increase.

7

3. Infiltration check list describes the typical conditions that 10 C-30

result in infiltration rates of one, twp and three air changes per

hour.

End of lesson no. 4

(Lesson no. 5A starts on next page)

Chart C-28
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Points of Emphasis Manual
Page

Chart
No.

1.

2.

ms

(Refresher from introduction Section)
Nome WeathedutIon Is a Four-Step Process:

(a) Step 1Inspect the building to determine its construction
characteristics.

(b) Step 2Calculate the heat losses from the building.

(c) Step 3 Evaluate the building characteristics and heat
losses to determine what measures should be taken.

(d) Step 4Install the weatherizing materials.

The job book is designed to enable a work-crew supervisor (or
Job estimator) to follow this four-step process in a systematic
manner.

Perhaps, the best way to become familiar with the job book is to
simulate the process by working out an example of a building
to be weatherized.

The charts that you will see have been marked up to show the
information that an estimator will obtain when he inspects the
building to determine the construction characteristics.

(Lesson continued on next page)

3

23
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Points of Emphasis Pegs
Manual Ctart

.

(Continued from previous page)

3.. Step 1 Inspect the building to determine the construction
characteristics.

9 C-29

(a) Visual inspection of building should consist of the 10 steps
listed on chart.

9

(Lesson continued on next page)

Chart C-29

IFOUR -STEP
PROCESS

1. INSPECTION
OF THE
BUILDING

MIA

Chart C40

le STEPS IN
BUILDING INSPECTION

I. TA NI Ma amodarA

2. Take ANA &Ado dammalana
Old.14 OINK Obawal leapan

S. Ad ims ANA. Odd& u$ l)

4. Wawa AA MAO. IWO
IL Audi wade d raister

Omit kr mew Yak d ma% addled9

a. Odd adalnsdles

7. Mask °..m dal

II. ANA iimeavalan

.. MIA* damillan 1n Ada
0. Odd av Madam MI Id *dd.

auldis 42**4
Imealarad mos * III)
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in Four Steps
Step 1:
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In Four Step

Step 1:
Inspection

Points of Emphasis
Manual
Page

Chart
No.

(Continued from previous page)

(NOTE: In place of Chart C-30, the following 35mm color
slides may be used to give the students a visual Impression of
the construction features of the building In the example to be
worked out by the class. If these slides are not available from
the State Department of Education, they may be obtained on a
loan basis from the Regional Office of the Federal Energy
Administration.)

(1) Front view S-1

(2) Right side view (showing carport) S-2

(3) Rear view S-3

(4) Left side view S-4

(5) Take overall dimensiona S-5

(6) Measure windows S-6

(7) Measure doors S-7

(8) Speak to occupant S-8

(9) Check condition of exterior 3-9

(10) Check wall construction S-10

(11) Check ceilings, roof, floors 5-11

(12) Inspect foundation S-12

(13) Look for cracks and crevices S-13

(14) Check for infiltration S-14

(Tum off elide projector) (End of slides)

25
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Page
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chart
No.

(Continued from previous page)

(b) Fill In the Job Book: 9

During the Inspection, fill in the sections of the Job Book
marked "Fill In At The Site."

(NOTE: The student will be able to follow the instructions
by referring to the example, which follows page 12 of the
Home Weatherizatlon Manual).

(1) Page 1: Name and Address C-31

(2) Page 2: Description of building C-32

(3) Page 3: Dwelling & heating Information C-33

(4) Page 4: Infiltration table C-34

(5) Page 5: Table of floor materials C-35

(6) Page 6: Table of ceiling/roof materials C-38

(7) Page 9: Table of wall materials
C-37

(8) Page 11: Directions to house location C-38

End of lesson 5A
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Lesson Plan 5a.
Home

Weatherization
in Four Steps

Step 1:
Inspection

Chart C-31
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Lesson Plan 5b.
Home

Weatherization
in Four Steps

Step 2:
Calculation

Points of Emphasis P
M a nu el

age
Cha rt]
No.

Step 2 Calculate the heat losses expected during a complete
heating saloon (these simple calculations do not have to be
done at the Job site).

(NOTE: The Job Book pages shown on charts C-40 thru C-49 are
to be completed during class time by the instructor and
students. Copies of the completed charts are included In this
guide and In the manual.)

(Lesson continued on next page)

11 C-39

Chart C-39

FOUR-STEP
PROCESS

1. INSPECTION OF
THE BUILDING

2. CALCULATION OF
HEAT LOSSES

39
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Page

Chart
No.

(Continued from previous page)

(a) Job Book peg, 4: Heat losses by infiltration

(1) Enter floor area and ceiling height from page 2. Calculate
volume of building.

(2) Estimate the draft Index based on the checkmarks In
table.

(1 air change) x (1)
(2 air changes) x (31

7 -«. 4 = 1.75
Round to 1.8

(3) Enter district heating factor from page 3.

(4) Multiply these factors by 0.02 Eltu/cu.ft./1°F to
determine required heating units.

(5) in a similar manner, determine potential heating units
based on draft Index = 1.

(6) Subtract to determine potential heating savings, and
enter on bottom line.

(Lesson continued on page 32)

C-40
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Lesson Plan 5b.
Home

Weatherization
in Four Steps

Step 2:
CaP4ulation

from Job Book,
page 4

On pages 4-9, calculate the heat loss by
infiltration and by conduction through the
separate Perla of the building; enter the
results In the table at the bottom of each
page and in the summary table on page 10.

House Draft Index: Opposite each of the four
component parts of a building In the table
below, place a check mark In the circle adjacent
to the features which best describe the
condition of the building.

Building
Component

One
Air changeper hour v

Two
Air change
per hour

Three
Air change
per hour

Cellar

or

Crawl
Space

Tight, no cracks,
caulked Mils,
sealed cellar
windows, no grade
entrance leaks

Plywood floor, no
trap door leaks,
no leaks around
water, sewer. end
electrical openings

......--mt
Some foundation
cracks, loose
cellar windowe,
grade entrance
not tight

Tongue-and-groove
board floor,
reasonable lit on
trap doors, around
pipes

Major foundation
cracks, poor
seal around
grade entrance

Board floor, loose 0
fit around pipes

Windows Storm windows"
with good fit

...
No storm windows,cN
good fit on
regular windows 14....)

No storm windows,
loose fit on
regular windows

Doors Good fit on
doors

Loose storm doors,
poor fit on
inside door

No storm doors,
loose fit on
inside door

Wails
Gaut ked windows
and doors,
building paper 0
used under
siding

Caulking in poor
repair, building
needs paint

No indication of
building paper,
evident cracks
around door and 0
window frame .....

Multiply the number of check marks in the first third column by 3. The Draft index will be the
coluMn by 1, the second column by 2, and the sum of these products, divided by 4.

Floor area
sq.ft.

tolume of air
in building

Potential Savings by Reducing Infiltration
It should be possible to reducer the draft index
fora building to 1 (that is, reduce the number

X
Height to ceil-
ing (to upstairs
ceiling in two-
story house) ft.

7Sta X MIA X
Draft Index

Volume of air
in building
cu.ft,

x.02 =
District heating
factor

Volume
(from above)

X 1

Draft Index

Vitiating units
now required

of air changes to one per hour). If the draft
Index for this building were Improved to 1, the
infiltration loss would be;

x.02 =
District heating Potential heating

unitsfactor
SubtfliCt the potential heating units from those
now required and enter here

Heating Wendel
Units Healing

01 Meal Lolls Rpuhsi tilavluga Proposed Changes to Structure

Heating
Units to
be Saved

Chart C-40 (Form To Be Completed During Lesson)
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(Continued from page 30)

(b) Job Book page 5: Heat Losses by Conduction Through
Floors

(1) Enter floor area from page 2

(2) Select appropriate floor exposure factor.

(3) From Table 1 on page 15, obtain the R value for each
material in the floor. Add these R values to obtain
composite R value for floor. Round off value to nearest
tenth of unit.

(4) Enter district heating factor from page 3.

(5) Use these factors to determine the required heating units
and enter on bottom line.

(6) In a similar manner determine potential heating units
based on floor exposure factor = 0.5.

(7) Subtract to determine potential heating savings, and
enter on bottom line.

(Lesson continued on page 34)

C-41
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prison Plan 5b.
Home

Weatherization
in Pour Steps

Step 2:
Calculation

from Job Book,
page 5

Floor Exposure Pastor
select the appropriate factor from
the descriptions Ss low:

Building on posts or pillars
with no skirts below Hoot 1.0

Crawl space skirted .8

Rock wall basement .8

Mon than 2 feet of bass-
molt wall exposed above
grade .8

Building on slab .5

Building with tight crawl
space 5

Building with tight basement
(heated or unheated) .5

X
Floor arse
(from buhe-
Inp

Floor
Exposure
Far,I.Qe

X

ft value of floor
List below all materials in floor deck, Including
carpet but not floor foists, starting from upper-
most surface and working down.

Insert R value for each component from Table 1
(p. 15)

Materiel Thickness
Moho° Valuevv.

Interior surface 0.68

ivirVOLEVh1 00
PLYWOOD 1/.2 .0,

ADOsap/zoom sh,

Interior surface .68
4

District
Heatinc,
Factor

Potential Saltines on Floor Heal' Losses
Floors can sometimes be insulated te4 tedUCe
heat loss but this is often dthicerfl water
pipes are below the floor, fres- -4
may occur during very cold spells however,
retry floor should be protected from drafts, so
that it has a floor exposure factor of 0.5. With
this exposure factor for this building, the heel
loss through the floor would be:

Floor area
from above
sq.tt.

X

loor
exposure
factor

strict
heating
factor

Subtract the potential heating unlit 410111 those
now required and enter here ---

of Hatt Lose

Coodoeflon 'Moe.CC

Reefing
Units

had

3, /
R Value
from above

Total
A value

1/77
Heating Units
Required

Propseed Changes to Ettuctuto

Heating
Units to
be Saved

Chart C-41 (Form To Be Completed During Lesson)
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(Continued from page 32) I

(c) Job Book p g * 8: Heat Losses by Conduction Through 0-42

Ceilings

(1) insert ceiling area (normally same as floor area on
page 2).

(2) From Table 1 on page 15 of Job Book, obtain R value for
each material in the ceiling (or roof, when appropriate).
Add these R values to obtain composite R Wu* for
ceiling (or roof). Round off value to nearest tenth of unit.'

(3) Enter district heating factor from page 3.

(4) Use these factors to determine the required heating
units and enter on bottom line.

(5) In a similar manner, determine potential heating units
based on an R value of well-Insulated ceiling equal
to 20.

(8) Subtract to determine potential heating savings, and
enter on bottom line.

(Lesson continued on page 38)

I
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Lesson Plan 5b.
Home

WeiTherkadon
in Four Steps

Step 2:
Calculation

from Job Book,
page 6

MI

Ares of Ceiling
(Take area of upstairs
ceiling in a two-story
flouts)

Ceiling area will
normally be the same
as flOor area (from
building description
shut)

Ili
Distance between
joists/ rafters:

Zfrra
Ceiling area
sq.ft.

District
heating factor

RetroTech

Thickness A

(41000

Inside surface 0.66

6Y/3"564.1 11041?1? -V? .52
Feb-R&M' P. 7y0

Inside surface (0.88)
OR

Outside surface (0.11)

Total
R value

Potential Savings by insulation of Ceilings
A well-insulated ceiling (with 6 Inches of
insulation) should have an R value of 20.
if the R value were 20 for this bunchily, the
ceiling hut loss would be:

11?-11
Ceiling area
sq.ft.

X IIF:11
District
heating factor

Total
R value

Subtract the potential heating units from those
now required and enter here

of Meet LOU

Nation Through
Ce Slop

R value I Fli
iota 40

Meeting units
required

Potential
heating units

Meeting Polential Meeting
Unita Nesting Unita to
Relpilled Seeing' Proposed Medea to btleetete be time

po tssionoel

Chart C.42 (Form To Be Completed During Lesson)
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(Continued from page 34)

(d) Job Book page 7: Conduction Through Single-Glass C-43

Windows

(1) Use sketches on page 2 to fill in table to determine total
area of single-glass windows.

(2) Enter district heating factor from page 3.

(3) Use these factors to determine the requi*red heating units
(based on R = 1), and enter on bottom line.

(4) Determine the potential heating savings as Instructed,
and enter on bottom line.

(Lesson continued on page 38)
i_

Lesson Plan 5b.
Home
Weatherization
in Four Steps
Step 2:
Calculation

36
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Lesson Plan 5b.
Home / Area of Singh Glass Wlndowv:

(Assuming R = 1 for single glass)

Weatherization
in Four Steps

Step 2:
Calculation

from Job Book,
page 7

If none, enter 0 w..ww wr
and go to next sisal on double windows and
doors
.. .....

MOO', x Height x Number = Area

If 4 I 20
3 41 q f f

..._

...........
Total sq.ft. 6g

EMI
Total sq.ft.

Potential Saving by Doubts CissIng
Double glazing or adding storm windows will
cut the neat loss by half, so divide hooting units
by two, and enter hers

Type of Neat Less

X ORM
District

MEM

1

LID
KeatIng'Units

Smiting factor Required

Hosting Potontlal HeatingUnits Nes ing Units toRequired Suet Proposed Changes to Structure ea saved

Chart 0.43 (Form To Be Completed During Lesson)
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(Continued from page 38)

(e) Job Book page 8: Host Losses by Conduction Through
Double-Glass or Plastic Covered Windows and Through

Doors

(1) Use sketches on page 2 to fill In table to determine total
area of outside doors and double-glass windows.

(2) Enter district heating factor from page 3.

(3) Use these factors to determine required heating units
based on R = 2, and enter on bottom line.

(4) Potential heating savings will be "0" unless you triple
glaze. Enter appropriate figure on bottom line.

(Lesson continued on page 40)

C-44
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Lesson Plan 5b.
Home

Weatherization
in Four Steps

Step 2:
Calculation

from Job Book,
page 8

Area of Double Gins and Doors

(Assuming R = 2 for these units)

......
Width x Height x Number = Area

3 gal
15 Ay
3 si

_

a

Total sq.ft. 90

Total sq.11. District
heating factor

Potential Savings
Triple glazing of windows can be done but is
not usually practical. If no change waft made n
the windows, the potential saving would be 0
heating units and should be entered here--
(it windows were triple glazed, the R value
would be approximately 3, and the potential
sayings would be one-third of the "Heating
Units Required.")

Type of Hest Loos

2
R Value

Heating Potential
Units Meeting
Requited Swings Mewled Changes to Structure

Hooting units
required

Heating
Units to
be Saved

Conduetion through Doom I fp pt/Am--Doutitioaless Windows

Chart C-44 (Form To Be Completed During Lesson)
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(Continued from page 38)

(f) Job Book page 9: Heat Losses by Conduction Through Walls

(1) Enter perimeter and height of outside walls from page 2.

Multiply to obtain gross wall area. Subtract sum of areas

of windows and doors from pages 7 and 8 to determine

net wall area.

(2) Insert district heating factor from page 3.

(3) From Table 1 on page 15 of the Job book, obtain R value

for each material in walla. Add these R values to obtain
composite value for the walls. Round oft to nearest tenth

of unit.

(4) Use these factors to determine the required heating units,

and enter on bottom Ilne.

(5) in a similar manner, determine potential heating units

based on an R value of well-Insulated wails equal to 15.

(6) Subtract to determine potential heating savings, and

enter on bottom line.

End of Lesson No. 58
(Lesson No. 5C starts on page 42)

C-45
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Lesson Plan 5b.
Home

Weatherization
in Four Steps

Step 2:
Calculation

from Job Book,
, page 9

R Value of Outside Walls
List below all materials in walls, starting from
inside and Including air spaces within the wall.
Insert R value for each component from
Table 1.

Total perimeter
of outside wall
ft.

X
Total height
of outside wall
ft.

x 1.61j. +
Net wall area District hooting

factor

Material
Thickness II

(Inches) Value

Interior surface 0.68

sow WA .32

Ir r. ,00

Amass siorisur5 WI .13
Outside surface .17

Gross wall area
sq.ft

Mow

Gross wall area
sq.ft

Total
R Value

Potential Savings by Insulation
Well-insulated walls should have an R value of
15. If this were so for this building, the wall
heat loss would be:

x
Net wall area District hooting
(from box above) factor

15
R value

Subtract the potential heating units from those
now required and enter here

Meeting Potential
Unita Meeting

Type of Meet Lose Required

Conduction Through
Wells

Total
R value IL:Z...1

Total area of all Nat wall area
windows and doors sq.ft.
(from previous
two pages) sq.ft.

Heating units
required

///Al
Potential
heisting units

Proposed Changes to Structure

Heating
Units to
be Saved

/q02 35 ow-ow/ cosa

Chart C-45 (Form To Be Completed During Lesson)
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1. Step 3 Evaluation of the Data

(a) Fill out the summary table on page 10 by entering the heating
units required and tho potential heating savings from the
corresponding tables at the bottom of pages 4 through 9.

(b) Review the 12-point checklist on pages 11 and 12 of the
manual to determine the most logical and practical weather-
izing measures.

(Lesson continued on page 44)

12

11-12

C-46

C-47

Chart C-46

FOUR-STEP
PROCESS

1. INSPECTION OF
THE BUILDING

2. CALCULATION OF
HEAT LOSSES

3.* EVALUATION OF
THE DATA

Lesson Plan 5c.
Home
Weatherization
In Four Steps
Step 3:
Evaluation

42
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Lesson Plan Sc.
Home

Weatherization
in Four Steps

Step 3:
Evaluation
from Job Book,

page 10

Use the instructions on page 11 of the Home
Weatherization Manual to assess which
potential savings can be obtained most
successfully.

Fill out the following Summary Table by
entering the **Heating Units Required** and
the "Potential Heating Savings" from the
corresponding tables at the bottom of pages
4-9. Then, write in the "Proposed Changes"
and "Heating Units to be Saved" by such
changes.

Heat Requirement Estimates (Annual Heating Units Needed)

I
Heating Potential Heating
Units Nesting Units to

Type of Heat Loss Required Savings Proposed Changes to Structure two Saved

Infiltration
From
Page 4

es.a. 23,
a.

CAITU A111101#071571P
AU. AVMs A DANDestos

Conduction

oiirLL_NAsirmetir
110Conduction Through

Ceilings Page 8 20j 110 ADP ?loom-nom
Conduction Through
Single-Olass Windows Page 7 /.514 Ge APP Pam* gait'''.1u INISAlsi AV
Conduction Through Doors
& Doublotilass Windows Page 8 V D MPA/r. 0
Conduction Through
Wa

ro
lls Page 9 / g IS Aeiwb---muts aosip 0

Total / l OS

Use the space below to calculate the quantities
and cost of materials needed to make the
proposed changes to the building.

mationoV
Vifstil; -ORDER / 0D0

PlAsna StPRA1 WINDOPIS -5'11/49*-- nA5174
Or 3 = /A

5 1147--- ORDEk 2D'
ISANK/A16 War rmsr c.;

01e0elt moirnillor
ift1 eATHeRSTRIP - Apart,: 7rs' weActi x2.0 OAR 351

CAULK ARDOVP 4 Wm/PDA15 +a AVR5 g:/2.214-NAstlierwr

DOER i MAW"

Fill in job sheet on opposite page.

Chart C-47 (Form To Be Completed During Lesson)
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Page

Chart
No.

(Continued-from page 42)

(c) Enter these proposed changes and heating units to be saved
in the summary table on page 10, and add up the three
columns of figures.

(d) Use the lower half of page 10 to calculate the quantities
and cost of materials needed to make the proposed changes
to structure that you have specified In the Summary table.

(e) Fill out Job sheet A on page 11(insert carbon paper under
table at top of page).

C-47

C-48

(1) Enter the type, quantity, cost and location for each item
to be ordered. Enter installation diagram number from
manual, as well as any special instructions regarding
tools or methods.

(2) Remove job sheet A from Job book by tearing along
perforated line at left edge of page.

(Lesson continued on page 48)
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Lesson Plan 5c.
Home

WeatherizatIon
In Four Steps

Step 3:
Evaluation
from Job Book,

Page 11

Name WY BMWS Address / ?la sr, 11ANGOR,HE

Type of Quantity Estimated Location When Materials Are To Installation SpecialMaterials Required Cost Be Installed (Walls, Ceiling, etc.) Figure No. Instructions

qt stals'
leaSve

/000 , Vie CA 7i AV6 H
17 AwryA wrxmat

qPiterir mil WO ISAugiNe. /I
rott vox
roger Nir MI' wmiDoWS S itrThi*Pta
wag", 'MO idg 3,40:1461W1aPoltIs 't a/a
ammo
commie &Tams a,a, empow joxto Fug. 10 agroLelog
krtir 35 ' 5, di Die/ /4 /7 =too

(Insort Carbon Paper Under Table at Top of Page Only)

Map or directions for locating home:

Re'ear- 22.2 MAW cesnr-R MilA) MO
FIRST lioefe on! a-Fr AFTrA" cRossiN6 ARtiber

Work record

Activity

Order materials

Install materials

Oats Supervisor Comments

0-/0-2f
- /-7$ &add_

Chart C-45 (Form To Be Completed During Lesson)
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Chart
No.

C-49

(Continued from page 44)

(f) Fill out lower half of Job sheet on page 13

(1) Determine estimated total cost of materials used.

(2) Enter fuel factor based on Information from page 3.

(3) Enter heating units saved based on the actual changes
to structure.

(4) Enter price of fuel from page 3.

(5) Calculate payoff time. It should be less than three
seasons. If it is not, check back to the most expensive
changes to determine If they are really worth the
expense.

Lesson Plan 5c.
Home
Weatherization
in Four Steps
Step 3:
Evaluation

50
48
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Lesson Plan 5c.
Home

Weatherization
in Four Steps

Step 3:
Evaluation
from Job Book,

page 13

Type of Quantity Estimated Location Where Materials Are To Installation Special
Materials ails Collin etc. Flpure No. Instructions
Will,le igva

Fils"nalArvik, row

Fid *I
5411Mr

mos*
'Thrfvault
4WAXINS

* 11010

Mai*
4 I k at
1VPII0

"%IA

AO it

wit

7 Pail

L'
,f/

7010

lira,

if ID

4,10

PIP

la

CRON&

AAWKIA/6

101000

MIJK/A16 c wiNOW)

wrn!POW 4 Axle Polio

TAW S

ki
17

I/

fr

VI

70

/4/7/4/1

Vgir MOMit 51n~

Nap lams'
Ro-AftiR

MOP 64,00,60)

AV
1,4AMHOR.

Total Cos*

Pay-off Time

This Is the number of seasons for fuel savings
to pay oil the Cost 01 wathvization.

sofa

otal cost
(from job sheet above)

X = X #4/0
Total Price of fuel
heating units per gal,
saved kWh, cord
(from page 10)

Fuel factor
Fuel oil 1

Natural gas = 120
Electricity = 30
Wood = .01

Chart C-49 (Form To Be Completed During Leeson)
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Manual
Paco NoChart.

2.

(Continued from page 46)

Final step In the weatherlzation process Is Installation of
materials.

Some members of class may be well versed in this activity.

Everyone will benefit by pooling our knowledge of the techniques
that have proven to be most effective.

Method we will use to cover the highlights of this subject will
be:

(NOTE: refer to following page for suggested methods for
Lesson 5D).

End of Lesson 5C (Lesson 5D starts on next page)

13 C-50

Chart C-50

FOUR-STEP
PROCESS

1. INSPECTION OF
THE BUILDING

2. CALCULATION OF
HEAT LOSSES

3. EVALUATION OF
THE DATA

4. INSTALLATION OF
THE MATERIALS

Chart C-51

TYPICAL COST OP SIATIIMIAll

Mr.
0.1090

_..2!_e

Ow.

Lesson Plan 5d.
Home
Weatherization
In Fair Steps
Step 4:
I nstallation
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Lesson Plan 5d.
Home

Weatherization
in Four Steps

Step 4:
I nstallation

Note To Instructor

2.

This subject, installation of materials, does not lend itself as
well to the lecture method of instruction that was used in the
previous lessons. The following methods Involving either
laboratory exercises or classroom demonstrations are suggested
for consideration by the Instructor In preparing a lesson plan:

(a) Laboratory Exercise* (preferred method)
The laboratory exercises that begin on the following page
represent the most effective method for teaching this subject
to a class of students who have had some training andlor
experience in carpentry.

(b) Classroom Demonstration (alternative method)
If shop facilities are not available, the teacher may wish to
conduct demontrations In a classroom of the Installation
activities covered in the laboratory exercises.

(c) Classroom Lecture (optional)
An optional lesson plan on installation, which utilizes
approximately GO 35mm slides, has been prepared for use
when classroom facilities are not suitable for either labora-
tory exercises or classroom demonstrations. Several sets
have been distributed to the State Energy Office in each
State for use in the vocational-technical schools. In addition,
a set is available on loan from the Regional Office of the
Federal Energy Administration.

Laboratory Exercises on installing Insulation

(a) nbjective: to give the students a hands-on experience In
installing the common forms of insulation materials.

(b) Equipment and Materials Required:
Wall film% mockup
Insulation (blanket or Witt)

(Lesson continued on next page)
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Note To Instructor

3.

(Continued from previous Page)

(b) Equipment and Materials Required (continued)
Stapler
Shears

(c) Suggested Procedure
Demonstrate to -Ira- - -3 the proper methods for installing
insulation in ceilings, floors, crawl spaces and masonry
walls. Discuss vapor barriers and ventilating attics.

Have students (or teams) practice installing insulation on the
wall frame mockups. (If small staples are used, the insula-
tion can be carefully removed and reused).

Laboratory Exercise on installing Weatherstripping

(a) Objective: to give the students a hands-on experience in
installing weatherstripping and other weatherizing materials.

(b) Equipment and Materials Required
Door and frame mockup
Weatherstripping materials (several types)
Caulking gun and tube
Shears
Knife
Hammer
Stapler

(c) Suggested Procedure
Discuss the selection of materials. Demonstrate to class
the proper method for installing the materials.

Have the students (or teams) practice installing the weather-
izing materials to the mockups.

(Lesson continued on next page)
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Note To Instructor

Laboratory Exercise on Installing Plastic Storm Windows

(a) Objective: to give the students a hands-on experience in
installing plastic storm window.

(b) Equipment and Materials Required:
Window frame mockup
Plastic sheeting
Fasto:lIng materials:

Wood strapping and nails
Masking tape and staples

Tools:
Shears, knife, hammer, saw, and stapler

(c) Suggested Procedure
Discuss the procedure, demonstrate to class and have
students (or teams) practice installing plastic on windowframe mock-up.

Field Assignment to Obtain Costs of Materials

Instructor should encourage students to phone or visit local
suppliers to obtain current costs of common materials used in
the weatherizing process. A table for recording this Information
is provided in the student's manual on page 27 (chart C-51).

End of Lesson 50
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Note To Instructor

.

2.

Purpose of Lesson

This lesson will enable the intructor to evaluate the degree to
which the Instructional Objectives have been achieved.

Evaluation of instructional Objective No. 1: Estimation

(a) Objective: Given the physical dimensions and construction
features of a detached residential structure, a student will
prepare a written analysis (Job book) containing the
following:

(1) 'identification of gross thermal deficiencies of the struc-
ture which result In heat losses by Infiltration and
conduction;

(2) Comparison of current heating requirements with the
potential savings;

(3) Job writeup, from which material specifications and bill
of materials will be prepared; and

(4) Bill of materials for the feasible remedies, including
costs and payback period.

(b) Procedure
A preferred and an alternate procedure are suggested. The
preferred procedure is a field exercise that Involves the
inspection-calculation-evaluation steps of the four-step
weatherizing process covered In lesson plans 5A, 58 and 5C.
The alternate procedure Is a classroom exercise that Involves
the calculation-evaluation steps only.

(c) Field Exercise
(1) inspection: Arrange for class to visit a nearby nome that

has simple construction characteristics (one-story and
simple floor plan).

(Lesson continued on next page)

Lesson Plan 6.
Job Book
Example by
Students
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Note To Instructor

(Continued from previous page)

(c) Field Exercise (continued)

Working independently or in assigned teams, each
student will record the physical dimensions and con-
struction features called for In the job book on pages 2,
4, 5, 6, 9, and 11. (To insure uniformity, the teacher will
provide the student with the dwelling and heating system
information called for on page 3.)

(2) Calculation-evaluation: After returning to the classroom,
the data obtained by students will be discussed by the
class to resolve differences. Then, each student will
independently perform the calculations and evaluation
called for In steps 2 and 3, and record the answers in the
Job book.

At the conclusion of the exercise, the answers will be
compared and the differences discussed. (If appropriate,
the Job books will be collected by the Instructor for
grading and/or evaluation purposes.)

(d) Classroom Exercise
(1) inspection: If a field trip is not practical, this step will be

omitted.The instructor will prepare an example of a single-
family home having simple features. Students will be
given the physical dimensions and construction features
called for in the job book on pages 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, and 11.

(2) Calculation-evaluation: Each student will independently
perform the calculations and evaluation called for in
Steps 2 and 3 of the four-step weatherization process,
and record the answers in the job book.

At the conclusion df the exercise, the answers will be
compared and the differences discussed. (If appropriate,
the Job books will be collected by the instuctor for
grading and /or evaluation purposes.)

(Lesson continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Evaluation of Instructional Objective No. 2: Installation

(a) Objective: Give a Job writeup (Job book) for a detached
residential structure, the student will describe and for
demonstrate to others the proper methods for installing
the specified materials.

(b) Procedure: Due to the wide variety of possible instructional
situations, no standard procedure will be given here.

An Ideal procedure would be for the instructor to make
arrangements through a community service agency that
Is involved in weatherizing homes, to have the class
install the weatherizing materials purchased by that
agency.

If this is not practical or feasible, the instructor Is
encouraged to design an evaluation procedure based on
the method of instruction employed In lesson 5D.

End of Lesson No. 6

EIMNIIIIZIIMNMoWh.
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Meting the Most of Your Easrgy Dollars In HOMO
Hoeing and Cooing, National Bureau of Standards,
U.S. Department of Commerce, June 1975. Adapted
from the methodology developed in the NBS
Economic Analysis (also lilted), this 16-page
booklet presents a simplified technique for
determining retrofit options and comparing costs
and savings. Accuracy is sacrificed due to substitu-
tion of assumptions for actual data; however, the
booklet can provide a fair estimate of the potential
savings of retrofitting. Very little information is
provided on installation techniques. Available from
Superintendent ;A Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Price 70
cents. Stock Number 003-003-01446-0.

In The Bank . Or Op the CNmney? Department
of Housing and Urban Development, April 1975.
This 72-page sophisticated booklet is an effective
homeowner's guide to energy - saving home
Improvements. It is probably the most detailed and
easy-to-use guide designed for the individual
homeowner interested in retrofitting his rime. The
booklet takes the homeowner on a step-by-step
inspection tour of the house, determines the
possible retrofit options, calculates the costs and
savings of each, and then provides detailed
Instruction for either contractor or do-it-yourself
installation. Well-written, well-researched, and
up-to-date. Available from Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. Stock Number
023-000-00411-9.

Betrothing Homes for Energy Consormion: A
Business Outdo, National Association of Home
Builders Research Foundation, Inc., March 1976.
A 65-pago study designed for business firms and
other entrepreneurs considering entry into the
field of horn. retrofitting. Specific Gress coverall
include the emerging demand end need for tte
service, marketing considerations, unique aspects
of the retrofit businns, management of a retrofit
work crew. development of retrofit packages, and
a detailed technique for calculating retrofit needs
end potential savingi. Available from Off ice of
Buildings Porgreme, Washington, D.C. 20461.
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Retrofitting Existing Homes for Energy
Conservation: An Economic Analysis, National
Bureau of Standards, U.S. Department of
Commerce, December 1974. This 70page technical
study examines the economic aspects of energy
conservation techniques suitable for retrofitting
into existing housing. Its objective is to determine
that combination of techniques that will maximize
net dollar savings in life-cycle operating costs for
heating and cooling in existing homes, subject
to specific climate conditions, fuel coats, and
retrofitting costs. Thermal engineering data are
combined with the economic analysis in a
computer-assisted rodel to estimate optional
combinations of retrofit actions. Available from
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office. Washington. D.C. 20402. Stock
Number 003-003-01360-9.

Save Energy: Savo Wormy! Institute on Energy
Conservation and the Poor, Office of Economic
Opportunity, December 1974. This 40-page book-
let describes a wide.variety of low-cost.
do-it-yourself energy-saving techniques. The
descriptions of installation techniques are less
detailed than most of the other publications. Much
more emphasis is given to exotic techniques (solar
window heaters, intra-room vents, insulation
curtains) than any other book. Available from the
Office of Economic Opportunity, Washington, D.C.
20506.

How to Sew Worley by Insulating Your Homo,
National Mineral Wool Association, Inc., September
1974. This 16 -pegs 4" x 9" pamphlet is a clearly
written end well - illustrated guide to home insulation
techniques for do-it-yourselfers. Covers loose fill
and roll or bett insulation, vapor barriers, attic/
crawlspece ventilation, and weatherstripping and
caulking. Available from Office of Weetherization
Assistance, DOE Washington, D.C. 20461.
Weatherization for Low-Income, FEA, Washington,
D.C. 20461.


